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Navy eyeing more ‘submarine killers’
It has already inducted eight aircraft, and placed orders for four more
The Indian Navy is considering the acquisition of more Boeing P-8I aircraft for surveillance and AntiSubmarine Warfare (ASW), according to Navy chief Admiral Sunil Lanba.
In an interview to the magazine India Strategic, Admiral Lanba said air surveillance capability was an
important subset of naval operations and that while the proposal was on the table, he could not disclose the
required numbers.
His predecessors have spoken of a requirement of 30 Long-Range Maritime Reconnaissance (LRMR)
aircraft, under which the Navy has already inducted eight aircraft and placed an order for four more.
Because of the overall tardy process of routine modernisation of the armed forces over the last 30 years,
the Navy has not been able to renew its inventory of submarines but the acquisition of the P-8I (I stands for
India) has given it a very strong offensive capability to hunt hostile submarines.
In fact, in terms of contemporary weapon technologies, the P-8I, often referred to as the “submarine
killer”, is perhaps the most advanced system that any of the three Indian services have acquired in recent years.
The aircraft was deployed in 2013 by the Indian Navy around the same time the U.S. Navy did.
The Defence Ministry has officially stated that the P-8I is “capable of thrusting a punitive response and
maintaining a watch over India’s immediate and extended areas of interest”.
Significantly, the agreement for the P-8Is was signed on January 1, 2009, within a couple of months of
the 26/11 Mumbai terror attacks which exposed the vulnerability of the country’s maritime defences.
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New assault rifle gears up for trials
By Dinakar Peri
The 7.62-mm automatic rifle with ‘98% consistency’ will replace the in-service INSAS rifle
The trials of an assault rifle being developed by the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB) have made progress
after initial bottlenecks. The sixth round was completed in November by the Project Management Team
(PMT) and the OFB is gearing up for consistency trials later this year.
“We are currently assembling 50 rifles from which some of them will be picked up randomly and
checked for consistency. This is likely in the first week of May. After that the PMT would decide on the way
forward,” a senior OFB official said.
The new 7.62-mm rifle is fully automatic and weighs 4.5 kg. The development of the gun began on
October 1, 2016 and some inconsistencies were noticed during the basic trials.
“There was problem with consistency in the firing. The Army wanted 99% consistency and we have now
achieved 98%,” he said.
One Army officer said the rifles were being made in small batches and so they “asked the OFB to make
at least 50 rifles to check for consistency”.
Tough specifications
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The Army has been trying to replace the in-service INSAS rifle with a modern one, but the tender was
withdrawn due to overambitious service quality specifications of having interchangeable barrels capable of
firing both 5.56-mm and 7.62-mm calibre bullets. The Army has subsequently decided to go for 7.62-mm
calibre and issued fresh General Staff Quality Requirements (GSQR).
To meet the immediate requirement and the cost factor, the Army has decided to go for two different
rifles — import a high-tech rifle in small numbers for the frontline infantry soldiers and procure the indigenous
rifle in large numbers to meet the balance requirement.
“Procurement of assault rifles got delayed because of the to change in the GSQR. We are now going for
procurement of an assault rifle with 500 metre range with night vision capability,” Army Chief Gen Bipin
Rawat said on Friday.
He said the remaining requirement would be through indigenous solutions which would be split between
the OFB and the private industry to create competition and get a better product. “The infantry soldier deployed
in the front will get the high-tech assault rifle. We have identified the gun and trials are on. We will get it very
soon preferably through the government to government route,” Gen. Rawat said.
The Project Management Team, which oversees the development comprises representatives from the
Army’s Infantry Directorate, the Ishapore Rifle Factory, the Director-General, Quality Assurance, and
the Defence Research and Development Organisation. The initial requirement for 1,85,000 rifles is likely to go
up.
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New Trump policy could bolster role of nuclear
weapons in US
Draft Document Leaked: Policy could explicitly leave open the possibility of nuke retaliation to major
nonnuclear attacks
Washington: US President Donald Trump’s administration could pursue development of new nuclear
weaponry and explicitly leave open the possibility of nuclear retaliation for major non-nuclear attacks, if a
leaked draft policy document becomes reality.
The Pentagon did not comment on the document, which was published by the Huffington Post website
and prompted criticism from arms control experts, who voiced concerns it could raise the risks of nuclear war.
The defence department said on Friday it did not discuss “predecision, draft copies of strategies and
reviews.”
“The Nuclear Posture Review has not been completed and will ultimately be reviewed and approved by
the President and the Secretary of Defence,” the Pentagon said in a statement.
One source familiar with the document told Reuters the draft was authentic, but did not say whether it
was the same version that will be presented to Trump for approval.
Trump’s predecessor, Barack Obama, declared his intent to reduce the role of nuclear weapons in his
Nuclear Posture Review in 2010, the last time the policy document was crafted.
The Trump administration’s draft document, said that Obama assumptions of a world where nuclear
weapons were less relevant proved incorrect.
It more readily embraces the role of nuclear weapons as a deterrent to adversaries, and backs a costly
modernisation of the aging US nuclear arsenal.
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The Congressional Budget Office estimated that modernising and maintaining the nuclear arsenal over
the next 30 years will cost more than $1.2 trillion.
The document noted maintenance of the existing stockpile would account for nearly half the projected
costs. An effective nuclear deterrent was also less expensive than war, it said.
The draft document noted that Russia and China were modernising their nuclear arsenals, while North
Korea’s nuclear provocations “threaten regional and global peace.”
The draft said the US, while honouring all treaty commitments, would pursue development of a new
nuclear-armed sea launched cruise missile.
In what arms control experts said appeared to be a nod to the threat of a devastating cyber attack, the
document also left open the possibility of nuclear retaliation in “extreme circumstances.”
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